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Foreword

Massimo D’Alema

For the past few years, Europe has been at the centre of a devastating global crisis. On our continent, this is no longer merely an economic or financial crisis, but it has increasingly extended into political, social and cultural spheres. People’s growing estrangement from politics and disenchantment with democracy, the spread of populist trends in many EU member states, the technocratic drift of the EU institutions and procedures are, to some extent, the result of the European Union’s manifest fatigue and slowness in formulating and providing answers to the crisis. This is due to a leadership deficit and to structural deficiencies for which traditional European politics has so far been unable to compensate. Moreover, it is to be ascribed to the member states’ incapability to fully grasp and internalise the scope of their mutual interdependence.

If policies are ever more the realm of European institutions, or rather, in some cases, of supranational financial bodies – which are as remote from citizens’ control as possible – politics remains secluded within member states’ national boundaries, producing a sort of “dyscrasia” between the national level and the European one. If the EU member states show a certain degree of flexibility in the search of convergence when it is necessary to identify common policy targets, their political approach is, more often than not, still largely divergent.

Every day in Europe, policies are approved without the political debate that is usually required in Western democracies in order to dissect a matter of general interest, making the case for or
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against it. What we are witnessing today in Europe, thus, is a mismatch between decision-making processes and politics. While the former take place at EU level and are performed by Brussels and Frankfurt technocrats without sufficient democratic supervision or through bargaining among governments (which only give the illusion of neutrality and democracy, but indeed hide the prevailing of neoliberal and monetarist approaches, and offer the economically stronger countries an advantage over the weaker ones), politics remains largely a national matter. This is a political gap, which needs to be filled if we want to successfully address the crisis, in all its different aspects, and boost Europe’s economic growth and political development.

Europe’s democratic strength and legitimacy, its capability to produce a political dimension are essential preconditions for Europe’s full recovery from its crisis. Therefore, the EU must be able to re-establish the primacy of politics over economics and encourage the development of a Europe-wide public sphere. This goal can be achieved either through wide-ranging institutional reforms – and indeed the question of a new Treaty has arisen again in the European debate – or unfolding the whole range of potential options already offered by the Lisbon Treaty. For example, this could be done through a courageous (and less problematic) political initiative, such as the bestowal of greater democratic legitimacy on the President of the European Commission through his/her selection by the people via European Parliamentary elections. Indeed, this is one of the topics that the Foundation for European Progressive Studies, together with the Italian office of the Friedrich Ebert Stiftung and the Fondazione Italianieuropei, decided to tackle in the international seminar “Democratic Legitimacy and Political Leadership in the European Union: Towards the 2014 European Elections”, which was held in Rome on 18 January 2013. The aim of this seminar was to analyse the democratic deficit that has, from time to time, afflicted the European Union and has become exacerbated
with the outbreak of the economic crisis. Participants proposed viable remedies to this situation with a view to the next European elections in 2014 and the results of the seminar are now published in this pamphlet.

Behind our urge to discuss these topics, there is the firm belief that progressive forces across Europe must finally leave behind the cultural limits that have, so far, fed their mutual divergences and prevented their full cooperation. This is exemplified in deeply national perspectives on the common political challenges that the European Union and its member states are facing, or an essentially intergovernmental approach to European affairs. If a lot has been already achieved – and the Party of European Socialists’ proposal for a common political programme and a single candidate to the position of President of the European Commission at the next European elections is particularly significant in this respect – more remains to be done. We must take a leap in the advancement of the European project, and to do this we must act together. Otherwise we risk weakening, or even wasting, all the remarkable accomplishments that more than sixty years of integration have given European citizens.

Europe needs to be politicised. We must move the political debate and even confrontations of everyday national politics to the European level. Europe must be understood as a place where left and right, growth policies and austerity policies, solidarity and individualism come into conflict. This can be realized mainly through the strengthening of the European political parties, of their cultural dimensions and of their political programmes.

Hence, we must advocate the development of a truly European public sphere and politics life, built along transnational rather than national lines. This must be a European politics dealing with issues that divide or unify peoples not according to member states’ borders or national identities, but according to common needs, interests, values and beliefs, bringing traditional left/right cleavages into the European political discourse.
Raffaello Matarazzo
The EU Democracy and the Challenge of Politicization

Democratic legitimacy is at the heart of the debate on the European Union’s future: the argument runs that the EU will hardly overcome the crisis if it does not get more legitimate. And yet, the point is whether the EU can actually become a democratic polity. Academia and politics are not univocal on this point. While a broad consensus exists in the EU that democratic legitimacy is increasingly important, democracy remains nevertheless a disputed concept. A look at the member states’ fundamental laws reveals several different views on the institutions and procedures which are alternatively considered essential for the sake of democratic legitimacy. The challenge is therefore to design a political framework that can be universally considered legitimate.

The debate on the EU’s democratic quality has followed a peculiar path. A first school of thought, developed after the relevant transfers of sovereignty provided for by the Maastricht Treaty (1993), focused mostly on the standards of liberal representative democracy and the so-called “input legitimacy” (government by the people): a policy is deemed legitimate to the extent that the decision-making process is open to citizen participation. Specific emphasis has been placed on institutional mechanisms granting influence and accountability, in particular through an increasingly relevant role of the European Parliament.

In the same years, another group of scholars emphasized, on the contrary, the relevance of the “output legitimacy” (government for the people): the European Union is legitimate if en-
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sures effective governance and provides public goods, such as wealth, security, clean environment, etc. According to this view, the predominantly regulatory nature of the EU policies is considered beneficial to all and is almost self legitimate.

"Input" and "output" liberal democratic theorists have been opposed, however, by communitarians, who, despite their minority position in the debate about EU democracy, are far from being marginal. Their most prominent position is commonly referred to as the "no-demos" thesis: without a "demos" there cannot be democracy, democratization or majority rule at European level. "Demos" here refers to a community rooted in shared nationality, language, culture, religion history or way of life, rather than ensuing from "freedom and equality", as proponents of liberal democracy assert. How could, communitarians argue, political choices with relevant redistributive implications be otherwise legitimized?

Against the idea of a «substantively integrated ethical community», the German philosopher Jürgen Habermas has finally elaborated the "deliberative democracy" approach, which seems to be the most solid support for democratic doctrines applied to the EU today. According to Habermas, it is the flow of communication between civil society networks and the parliamentary circuit to frame and grant popular sovereignty, and not the formal procedures that liberals trust, nor the demos that communitarians emphasize. The deliberative model of democracy is particularly interesting for the EU because it claims that democratic will-formation does not presume a pre-existing community based on the sharing of values or of a common mission. Politics is here considered separately from culture or identity issues, while justice and ethic patterns become pre-eminent: democracy, in short, is a process whereby citizens deliberate on "what is fair or just". The development of a European public sphere is therefore considered essential to the democratic process.
Some politics in the EU!

Along the lines here roughly summarized, some recent trends claim that an injection of political contention in the EU debate is essential to consolidate a common public sphere and to ignite democratic participation and accountability. Proponents of politicization stress that the advanced state of European integration inevitably brings about winners and losers on specific policies. Such policies cannot be considered legitimate by reason of their supposed “neutrality” or “technicality”, because they are ideologically and politically oriented. Hence, there is no intrinsic reason why these policies should be excluded from democratic contention.

From the perspective of deliberative theory, politicizing EU politics would not only encourage deliberation, but it would increase the number of informed citizens and contribute to a better understanding of the EU framework, which is deemed crucial to consolidate democracy. The key challenge, in this sense, is to bridge the gap between the increasingly politicized Brussels institutions and the EU citizens, who are scarcely informed about the European protagonists and their positions on EU affairs and policies. Other scholars, however, remain much more sceptical about politicization, underlining that it may have devastating effects on the EU decision making and block the development of the European party system, given the incoherence of party positions on the left/right and pro/anti EU dimensions. According to some, politicization may even become “disastrous” if it affects not only political issues, but constitutional ones, such as the questions of EU membership and institutional design.

The Lisbon paradox

Against this background, a key problem is that relevant innovations provided for by the Lisbon Treaty (2009), rather than pro-
moting politicization, further obstacle it. The extension of the ordinary legislative procedure (the old co-decision), in particular, significantly strengthens the political weight of the European Parliament, but, at the same time, it narrows the possibility of raising political confrontation and competition among political parties. The fact that two ideologically very heterogeneous bodies such as the Council of Ministers and the European Parliament must approve the Commission’s proposals for bills to be passed, foster the consensual *modus operandi* as the standard approach for the adoption of legislation. Therefore, both centre-left and centre-right governments within the Council of Ministers and the two largest political families within the Parliament have to seek political compromises, moving towards the centre of the ideological spectrum. This *modus operandi* discourages politicization or political confrontation as means to approve laws. Political elites, however, get credit not only for good policy making, but mostly for good politics, defending and disputing policies in a politicized public sphere.6

One of the main shortcomings of the current EU institutional setup, is, therefore, the significant gap it perpetuates between where the European legislative process increasingly takes place (the European dimension) and where citizens look for it (the national level). With two negative outcomes: firstly, the political elites are prompted to influence the legislative process just to achieve national priorities; secondly, the political process lacks a clear supranational dimension through which citizens can make the European political elites accountable. This leads to the twin-phenomena of poor policy-making and weak democratic accountability, or “policy without politics”, as Vivien Schmidt defines it.

**The way ahead**

A growing consensus exists in the academic literature about the idea that a wider public sphere is crucial to increase the Euro-
pean Union’s legitimacy, and a rising number of scholars stresses that politicization of European policy making might contribute to strengthen it significantly. The crisis of the sovereign debt and the controversial development of the European economic governance make the need of a new reform of the Treaties more urgent than ever. The democratic deficit will have to be a top priority to be addressed, possibly, by a new European convention; moreover, some changes in the decision-making process, aimed at introducing more policy contestation, will be inevitable. Since this is a burning issue, political will and a leading role of the European parties will be essential to push this process ahead.

A first important move, however, would be the selection of a common candidate for the post of President of the European Commission by the European political parties before the next elections of the European Parliament (Spring 2014). This option does not require a preliminary change of the Treaties, but could represent an important bridge between EU elites and citizens, contributing to expand significantly the European public sphere. This course of action, though, will not be enough, if it will not be followed by an overall transformation of the European political system.\(^7\)
NOTES
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Thomas Poguntke

Electing the President of the European Commission?

This is a think piece. It draws on a wide range of research perspectives. But it is not another addition to the research literature. Instead, it attempts to draw some wider conclusions based on what we know about the politics of the European Union and its problems. They may be provocative – as a matter of fact, I think they are. Of course, they may be wrong. In any case, I hope they will stimulate discussion.

The problems

What is our point of departure? The European Union is in crisis. The crisis is financial but its repercussions are decidedly political: the nature of EU politics has shifted back towards a stronger intergovernmental logic; the Eurozone is increasingly becoming detached from the EU proper; there seems to be a substantial erosion of support for the EU; and, above all, there seems to be a revival of nationalistic feelings in several EU member states. The last two points relate to the legitimacy of the European Union. Let us briefly review the evidence. The picture that emerges from the regular surveys monitoring support for the EU is not entirely unambiguous. As always, academics like to discuss whether the glass is half full or half empty. Essentially, it is always difficult to know how much of the movement in the data is simply due to random fluctuation and how much of it represents significant decline in generalized support for the EU.
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Having said this, the overall image seems to indicate decline. Furthermore, there are some hard behavioural indicators that give us reason to worry.

Take turnout in European Parliament (EP) elections. It has reached record lows in several countries. Furthermore, it has declined considerably in those countries where the “permissive consensus” has traditionally been particularly permissive – like in Germany. There have been mass demonstrations with a fairly outspoken anti-EU slant in several EU member states over the past years. Anti-EU rhetoric has entered national party political debates also in countries where it had thus far been largely absent. Above all, the crisis has highlighted the institutional weaknesses of the EU. In other words, the crisis is political. In the democratic world, this means that it is (also) a crisis of democracy. The core question is democracy. It is also the core problem. This paper will now briefly review our knowledge on the nature of EU democracy and its shortcomings before it will turn its attention to potential remedies. Here, we will focus on the role of the President of the European Commission.

**Democratic linkage in the European Union**

*The European Parliament* Voting in the European Parliament is characterized by a remarkably high degree of voting along party lines. There is abundant research on voting patterns, mainly based on roll call analysis. However, the truth may be hiding behind these figures. We do not know whether these unified voting patterns are the result of any substantial linkage to the European electorates. In other words, if we find that a substantial proportion of the vote in the EP follows, broadly speaking, a left-right pattern, and if we also know that the EP groups, again broadly speaking, tend to vote together, how much do we really know about the quality of the linkage between the Members of the European Parliament (MEP) and their constituen-
cies? Or between EP national party delegations and their national electorates? Or, even more optimistically, between EP groups and the European electorate? After all, nobody denies the tendency of national delegations to close ranks and cast a “national” rather than a “party” vote whenever crucial national interests are at stake. We know from empirical research that the national parties do rather poorly when it comes to connecting national and EU politics. Furthermore, European integration has shifted the internal balance of power in national political parties towards the elites, particularly when parties are in government. This means that the quality of the linkage, as far as it exists, has shifted to a top-down rather than a bottom-up mode.

**The European Council and the Council of Ministers** There can be little doubt that the Council of Ministers and, in particular, the European Council have gained considerable weight in the wake of the sovereign debt crisis. Yet, when it comes to providing a party political linkage to the European people proper, these bodies are ill suited. By and large, national politics dominate and the party political arenas are little more than convenient opportunity structures which are used in case national and party political interests coincide. In other words, the European Council (and also the Council of Ministers) follows an intergovernmental logic which is mainly geared to national interests. Party political aspects are of secondary importance. This may well be desirable. However, it is structurally unlikely that further integration will be promoted by these institutions.

**Towards a direct election of the President of the European Commission?**

The debate about a direct election of the Commission President has been an important element of the discussion about the democratic deficit of the European Union for quite some time. How-
ever, as has been indicated by the brief review of the elements of the current crisis, the context has changed considerably over the past few years. Hence, while little new can be said about the pros and cons of certain institutional arrangements, these pros and cons need to be considered now in the light of the specific circumstances of the current crisis. Above all, they also need to be looked at from the perspective of political feasibility. When discussing a direct election of the President of the European Commission, two fundamentally different institutional arrangements get sometimes mixed up, namely a truly direct election and the election of the leading candidate of a Europarty or an alliance of Europarties by the European Parliament following the EP elections. While the former would move the EU closer to a presidential system of government, the latter would make it more parliamentary in its internal logic. Clearly, they should be kept separate and I will briefly review the relevant core features in the following paragraphs.

Essentially, the demand for a direct election of the Commission President is motivated by the desire to link the most important European executive office to a vote by the European people. Even without any further institutional change this would furnish the Commission President with a considerably enhanced legitimacy and therefore greatly strengthen the weight of this position vis-à-vis the national governments represented in the Council and the European Council.

**The presidential strategy** In a strict sense, a direct election of the Commission President by the European people would mean a shift towards a presidential logic but it would, of course, not turn the EU into a truly presidential system. Hence, the terminology of a “presidential strategy”. Above all, it would entail the introduction of another chain of accountability. It would create a strong linkage between the European people (or peoples!) and one of the centres of power on the European level. But does it
mean a substantive linkage? Or will it mean a mainly symbolic linkage?

What is the substance of this distinction? Substantive linkage means that the election of the Commission President is connected to an identifiable political mandate and, equally important, the power to implement at least considerable parts of it. Symbolic linkage, on the contrary, centres on the selection of the “best person for the job” while the policy mandate may remain unclear.

What is the likely outcome of a presidential strategy? The introduction of a direct election of the Commission President would induce a need for the large European party families (which are organized in the Europarties) to nominate their candidate for the election. Depending on their strength and on the electoral system there would also be a strong incentive to form pre-electoral coalitions. Under a two-round system, alliance building would most likely take place after the first round. This would also be the most likely choice of an electoral system, because in European multi-party politics a simple plurality system would not create sufficient legitimacy. After all, there would be a considerable likelihood that a candidate remaining below the 50% level would get elected, and this would violate the predominant institutional logic of the EU which tends to require surplus majorities.

There would also be a need to unite the party (or an alliance of parties) behind a common platform. But, as we know too well from other presidential systems, there is a real danger that these platforms would consist of little more than a smallest common denominator. Furthermore, a truly presidential contest might also invite populist contenders to seek a direct mandate from the European people which would be unmediated by political parties. To be sure, we have seen such candidates in several European countries in the past, and a truly direct election might provide a formidable opportunity for a candidate who is capable
of raising sufficient resources without the help of an established Europarty.

Above all, and disregarding the spectre of populism for now, there would be no need for disciplined parties after the election because the majority in Parliament does not need to keep the executive in office. In essence, this means that a directly elected President of the European Commission would lack the power resources necessary to get his or her agenda implemented. A brief recapitulation of Barack Obama’s first term in office underlines this point, even though a US President has many more power resources at his or her disposal than a Commission President could ever expect to control. Think of the power of patronage, the size of the state machinery and, not least, the access to the national media and hence the power to influence the public agenda.

To conclude, a direct election of the President of the European Commission would significantly enhance the political weight of this position. It would also heighten the political awareness of European mass publics and hence strengthen a European public sphere by creating a truly European electoral contest for the highest elected office in Europe. However, it would complicate further the already complex arrangement of European institutions by introducing a new chain of accountability. And, as we have seen above, this new linkage would be mainly symbolic while adding little in terms of a substantive policy linkage. Finally, yet not unimportantly, a presidential strategy requires a revision of the Treaties, and it is hard to see this happening in the present political climate in Europe.

The parliamentary strategy In a less strict sense, a direct election of the Commission President could be understood as a strategy which would tie the election of this position directly to the electoral process for the European Parliament. In other words, the President of the Commission would emerge from the ma-
ajority of the European Parliament, and the Commission would need to be her or his team rather than an assembly of national governments’ delegates. In order to generate a true electoral connection, the relevant Europarties and their EP groups would need to nominate their respective candidates before the European election. Clearly, this would not turn the EU into a truly parliamentary system, which is why the term “parliamentary strategy” is used.

Under the current conditions of European multi-party politics, a clear commitment of the Europarties and the EP groups to push for a parliamentary prerogative in the election of the Commission President would create a strong incentive to form pre-electoral alliances, maybe even with a common platform, in order to reach the necessary majority of seats in the EP.

In other words, it would substantially strengthen ex ante mechanisms of accountability because European voters would be able to identify who they vote for and what political package this person stands for. To be sure, this would not mean an end to complex and more detailed inter-party policy negotiations after the Commission President and his or her Commission have assumed office. Yet, just like in a parliamentary system of government, a common platform (or even diverse platforms of the alliance partners) would provide a point of reference for the political actions to be taken by the Commission President (and the Commission) and the supporting parliamentary majority. The decisive mechanism is already in place: the Commission is collectively responsible to Parliament and has to resign if the EP passes a vote of no confidence (article 17.8 of the Treaty on European Union). So far, this instrument has not been used for party political reasons, but there is no reason why it should not.

To be sure, the initiative is in the hands of the European parties. However, it is well known that their prime focus is on national politics and they have few incentives to strengthen their European layer at the expense of their national party organiza-
tion. Yet, this may be a political battle worth fighting and the sovereign debt crisis has put institutional issues fervently back on the agenda of EU politics.

What are the advantages of a parliamentary strategy? Such a strengthening of the party linkage would inject a certain degree of policy substance into the European electoral process, which has so far been confined to the sorry fate of a large number of simultaneous second order national elections. It would connect the competition for office to a policy mandate. To be sure, a wider process of presidentialization of modern democracies has meant that the importance of the policy mandate is eroding to the benefit of the office component in many European democracies. Hence, the expectations vis-à-vis such a European policy mandate must be modest. Yet, it is still preferable to divorcing office and policy institutionally, as would be the result of a truly direct election of the President of the European Commission.

The result would almost certainly be a shift back from growing intergovernmentalism towards supranationalism. In a nutshell, strengthening the political weight of the President of the European Commission would create a counterweight to the growing tendency to rule Europe from national capital cities. This could, in turn, reinforce the legitimacy of, arguably inevitable, further redistributive policies in the European Union. Last but not least, it does not require a revision of the Treaties.

Conclusions

An ironic result of the crisis has been a substantial Europeanization of the public sphere in Europe. Many Germans may not like the pictures of Angela Merkel paraded through the streets of Athens or Madrid. However, they indicate the growing awareness across European publics that national policies, and hence national welfare, are increasingly influenced by politicians
who are not national politicians – and that the decision-making arenas that count are increasing supranational and, in most cases, European.

Also, the inevitable outcome of years of Euro crisis management is that European citizens can no longer escape the knowledge that European Union politics is also about redistribution across national borders. To be sure, the German government in particular has been working hard to avoid this simple truth from becoming apparent. The slogan is that “Europe must be no transfer union”. This claim has finally become unsustainable when the November 2012 EU summit, devoted to the Greek crisis, decided that real money is going to be paid instead of the provision of loans and guarantees. It may take a while before this “sinks in” in the broader public. And the government parties will continue to work hard to slow down this process. There are, of course, similar discourses in other EU member states. Yet, there is any reason to believe that the current crisis creates the public awareness necessary for further steps towards a truly integrated Europe.

There is an important caveat, however. What has been pointed out above may simply be too optimistic, because it is rather mechanistic. You may also call it rational. In other words, we like to think that, because the crisis has accelerated de facto integration (even if by ways of intergovernmentalism), the institutional reaction must be a strengthening of integration and supranationalism. And that the European public will follow this reasoning. Yet, politics in crises is often irrational. So are mass publics. And we must not forget that the gains and losses are highly unevenly distributed – between countries and within countries. This applies equally to stronger and weaker Euro countries.

We know from experience that the probability of getting major institutional changes ratified by European mass publics is very low. This is an obvious constraint. Incidentally, it is called de-
We may bemoan the increasingly undemocratic and elitist way major decisions are being made right now. But we should not complain that European publics may simply not be prepared to go a major step in the other direction. This effectively excludes a truly direct election of the Commission President. There is also another problem connected to such a radical solution: what if direct elections of the Commission President were introduced but the parties would fail to meet the challenge? The result might be severe institutional stalemate if a President of the Commission would be juxtaposed against the majority of the European Parliament. True, the EP could pass a vote of no confidence, but this would be a risky operation as it were then directed against a directly elected President of the Commission. There can be little doubt that such a scenario would further erode the legitimacy of the European Union.

Hence, the solution may lie – typically European – in the middle. It may not amount to a silent revolution but it would certainly be a major silent reform. Above all, as has been pointed out above, it would not require a revision of the Treaties. It will only work if the actors who have the power to make it work will successfully meet the challenge. In case of success, this might significantly strengthen the legitimacy of the European Union. If they fail, at least there will be no further threat to the currently precarious situation within the EU.
NOTES
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Parties and democracy

The future of political parties at European level (PPELs) is at the core of the question of the European Union’s survival as a viable system of government. The EU produces more and more decisions with relevant policy implications for the member states. As a result, citizens are becoming more and more aware of the existence of another level of government they are subject to. After decades of “permissive consensus” a demand for democratic control of the EU level of government is developing.

Academics and practitioners have discussed the existence of, and possible solutions for, the EU’s “democratic deficit” for more than three decades, that is at least since the first direct elections of the European Parliament (EP) in 1979.¹ These discussions have produced a very large amount of analyses and proposals, whose almost universal common characteristic has been a great emphasis on procedural and institutional aspects of democracy. The reason for this is that the EU’s democratic deficit stems from institutional inadequacies that cause a lack of popular legitimacy of the EU executive.

The history of the European Union since the introduction of direct elections is strewn with the debris of possible reforms based on normative institutional solutions that failed or fell short of their intended aims, mostly due to member states’ unwillingness to surrender incremental portions of their sovereignty. It
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could in fact be argued that the most significant advances of European integration were almost unintended by-products of accessory measures devoid of significant institutional content. The white paper connected to the Single European Act (SEA), that determined the completion of the EU’s internal market and arguably accelerated the season of Treaties inaugurated with the SEA and continued with Maastricht, is a good case in point. The formal surrender of sovereignty by member states which is necessary for the strengthening of EU institutions is something that requires the approval and ratification of new treaties; as such, member states can easily limit it and, if they wish, avoid it. But the question of member states’ sovereignty now goes beyond the boundaries of a formal respect for prerogatives and responsibilities of the various levels of EU government. As we have already mentioned, the EU’s policy reach is impacting with increasing force on European citizens. This makes the question of how democratically legitimate EU decisions really are rather urgent and politically important, irrespective of the formal adherence to the Treaties of the procedures that produce them. The question is thus not only and simply how governmental actions can be controlled at European level, but, above all, how citizens can be made aware and convinced that they are indeed in control. Any discussion on how to build democratic supranational or intergovernmental institutions that produce decisions with respect to member states’ sovereignties and prerogatives must be expanded to include how to build citizens’ consensus around such decisions. In this, I believe, the role of parties at European level can be of fundamental importance.

The view that the EU’s policy decisions can be legitimized by a sum of national legitimacies transmitted through intergovernmental institutions is showing its limits. On the one hand, decisions made at European level through intergovernmental procedures are increasingly being perceived as impositions from few strong states on many weaker ones, even if made in
full respect of the Treaties and, procedurally, of member states’ sovereignties. On the other hand, the perceived reluctance, or even refusal, by the “weaker” states to comply with such decisions can be seen as revealing of a more or less deliberate intention to take advantage of the “stronger” states’ generosity and tolerance. These are relatively new developments which add to the resentment towards “Brussels” and the EU institutions that initially signalled the end of the honeymoon between the EU and its citizens, including many who live in non-eurosceptic member states. For many years analysts and practitioners entertained the comfortable illusion that if we could not have a fully federal Europe the confederate version would be good enough. As we have seen, as a result of what we could call selective or member state-induced euroscepticism (that is aimed more at other member states than at the idea of European integration), this is no longer the case. The question of EU democracy thus reasserts itself with new strength and character. Any discussion on democracy and democratic control of governmental actions can only depart from existing models and notions. Inevitably, these are those provided by member states’ political systems, which most European citizens consider “normal”.\(^2\) If we frame our discussion on EU democracy within such models we necessarily must consider the role of political parties. “Normal” member states’ democracies are in fact based on party government. For one, the formal rules of democracy are certainly met by political parties. But, historically, parties are important also and above all because they have performed crucial functions for the development and operation of democratic political systems: political education, mobilization, candidate recruitment and selection, as well as, broadly speaking, representation and government functions.\(^3\) This has been made possible by the integration of the “three faces” of party organisation identified by Richard Katz and Peter Mair.\(^4\) The “party on the ground” (that is the members,
the sympathisers, but ultimately also the electors), the “party in central office” (that is the various party bodies that, at different levels, direct party activities and formulate party lines) and the “party in public office” (that is all party officials elected and/or appointed to representative or executive positions) converge, according to precise and institutionalized divisions of labour, in performing such functions. Finally, in “normal democracies” the actions of government and the representation of citizens are made fully democratic by the existence of party pluralism, that is of a working party system in which parties operate and interact with respect to their mutual roles (i.e. government and opposition).\(^5\)

To be sure, in the last three or four decades there has been a growing concern about the ability of political parties to continue performing their functions and especially to continue reconciling government and representation even at national level. To put it differently, parties are experiencing a growing tension between responsibility and responsiveness, which are associated respectively with governing and representing. The impact of global and European factors and concerns on policy making and the distance between parties and citizens have increased at the same time. This may be one of the reasons that have prevented some European governments from finding solutions, which would be acceptable to the citizens, for the problems posed by the current sustained crisis. Moreover, the effective (responsible) measures which are needed to face the crisis are extremely difficult to take, as they are diametrically opposed to the excessively responsive policies that have contributed to its creation.

“Normal” democracy, political parties and party system in the EU

Considering that parties are experiencing difficulties in balancing their governmental and representational roles in the mem-
ber states, where, for better or for worse, they still have a central role in democratic politics, can we realistically expect them to contribute to the EU’s democratic development?

At first sight, this is certainly a very difficult proposition. Due to the lack of citizens’ interest, an attitude euphemistically defined, and dismissed, as “permissive consensus”, at EU level difficulties but also day-to-day policies are dealt with in a “responsible” rather than in a “responsive” way. In other words, policy decisions have the foremost purpose of producing effective solutions, and not necessarily of responding to citizens’ wishes and inclinations. This is the approach generally followed by the Commission, and more often than not also by the Council, where intergovernmental procedures are used and responsive behaviour can at best be aimed at a few member states’ citizens. These considerations allow us to develop a new frame for the analysis of the EU’s democratic deficit. What is in question is not so much the capacity of EU institutions to act in a responsible and effective way, at least in those policy realms for which the EU has adequate competences. Rather, this frame suggests that what needs to be assessed is the EU institutions’ ability to identify citizens’ demands and develop adequate responses, which would in turn enjoy the citizens’ consensus and support.6

As this is a function that parties perform in “normal” democracies, the new frame reiterates the need for a consideration of the role of political parties at EU level.

At first sight, there is no doubt that there still is a lack of democratic party government at EU level. This is due to at least three reasons. For one thing, the inadequacy of the European Parliament’s powers has long been blamed for the EU’s democratic shortcomings and is certainly responsible for the lack of party government at EU level as well. There is no question that in most “normal” democracies Parliaments are the loci of party prominence. This is certainly true of all parliamentary systems, where parties transmit to the executives the popular legitimacy
they receive in elections, but also, albeit to a lesser extent, of presidential and semi-presidential systems, where they exercise the legislative function and balance the executives’ powers. Naturally this is true only if Parliaments’ powers are sufficiently well developed. In the EP’s case, legislative powers have been greatly improved, lack of legislative initiative notwithstanding, but the ability to legitimize and therefore control the executive is still very limited. The other two reasons are more technical, but also very important: Euro-level party organizations’ “faces” are still incomplete and very poorly integrated; a properly developed Euro-level party system is still lacking.\textsuperscript{7}

Europarties have evolved according to the internal genetic model, that is by becoming initially institutionalized in the EP rather than by emerging from the need for representation of pre-existing societal groups (the external model).\textsuperscript{8} After their formation, unlike other internally generated parties, Europarties, as federations of pre-existing national parties, did not have to develop external links with sympathetic citizens or societal groups. The Europarties’ “party on the ground” is almost non-existent, membership being mediated through their national components. Although attempts are being made to develop a specific Europarty membership, they have not been very successful so far.

The “party on the ground” problem however goes well beyond the question of membership and of direct Europarty rooting in society. It involves the complex relationship between the national parties and the two EU level components in central and in public office. National parties prevail over the other Europarty components from an organizational viewpoint. Not only are they for all practical purpose the Europarty on the ground, but they also condition the Europarty in public office as they are responsible for EP election candidate selection and, through their exponents in member states’ governments, also for the appointment of the Commission and European Council Presidents. Actually the
biggest problem that parties are facing at European level is that the national parties are still competitors; they constitute the membership of the Europarties but they also compete with them, in that they have a different and more direct access to policy at the European level through the Council of Ministers.

The “party in central office” has certainly benefited from Regulation (EC) No 2004/2003 and its follow-ups, which regulate the status and financing of PPELs. The regulation gives strong incentives for PPELs to be formally connected to corresponding EP party groups in order to access party financing funds. This is in itself very positive because it gives the PPELs a status vis-à-vis the party groups that their predecessors, the federations, did not have. It also gives them a role in EP elections and campaigning, which allows them to challenge at least partially the national parties’ predominance. What is still being questioned however is the party in central office’s ability to dictate, or even coordinate with the other faces, the party line at European level. On the contrary, within the same party family there are still several “party lines” expressed in intergovernmental bodies, in which the PPELs have no formal role, by national party components.

Finally the “party in public office” is limited to its elected parliamentary component, the EP party groups. In fact, EU executive institutions and positions are not party based. This fundamental limit notwithstanding, the EU level party in public office is the party face that has best responded to the challenges posed by the EU’s evolution. This is due to the success of the EP party groups. It is certainly remarkable that, after so many EU enlargements, EP party groups have been able to incorporate practically all of the new national party components that have come into the arena. Twenty-seven countries are represented in the S&D group, twenty-six in the EPP, eighteen in the ALDE, fourteen in the Greens-EFA and eleven in the GUE-NGL. Considering that some of the countries have very few representatives in the EP, these are remarkable results, especially for the smaller party groups.
As a consequence, currently less than 4% of all MEPs are not part of any EP party group. But this great potential has not been fully expressed yet because, as we have seen, the Euro-level party in public office is at best truncated. In “normal” democracies the party in public office is the “terminus” of the link between citizens and government and it includes law-making and policy-making elements. It goes without saying that the EU level link cannot be effective if the policy-making one is missing.

These defects tie in with the absence of a Euro-level party system. This is probably the most important shortcoming of EU party-democracy and the one that is most difficult to fix. A European party system must consist of a set of patterned interactions in all relevant arenas. In member states’ political systems we have at least three relevant arenas at each level of government (national or sub-national): the electoral, the parliamentary and the governmental arena. Parties in fact compete in elections on the basis of electoral rules they are all subject to and according to patterns determined by the number of parties in the system, their relative sizes and their ideological spread. In Parliament their interactions are to a large extent determined by their being part of the majority or of the opposition and by the relative size of counter-opposed coalitions. The party system in the governmental arena is the most underdeveloped even in member states’ political systems, but it does have some relevance, especially in case of multi-party government coalitions, which may manifest visible dynamics between their central and more marginal components.

The situation is quite different at European level. At best we can say that the EU presents a heterogeneity of party systems in different arenas. There is no electoral European party system for the very simple reason that EP elections are contested as separate elections in the twenty-seven member states with different competitors, slightly different rules and different issues being discussed. Moreover we have very low levels of electoral
transnationalization, meaning that different (Euro)parties have different strengths in different parts of Europe. This is not uncommon. It happens not only in federal systems but also in centralized national systems, where one party can be very strong in one region and very weak in another part of the country. This certainly creates problems within national systems, but can have much more serious effects in the European Union as party/ideological differences can significantly overlap with nationally based conflicts.

On paper the European Parliament is a much more “normal” competitive arena, characterized by the presence of a number of party groups theoretically placed along a relatively wide ideological spread. Unfortunately, the ensuing dynamics are not sufficiently competitive to make the EP arena a party system. The absence of a day-to-day confidence relationship with a European government prevents it. The once-in-a-legislature approval of the Commission and its President is not enough. As for the Council of Ministers, considered here in its legislative connotation, the system is composed only by parties that are in government in the respective member states and produce dynamics based on national interests rather than broadly shared values and/or ideologies. In either case (EP and Council) the dynamics between opposition and government parties that shape collective interactions at national level do not exist.

Finally, it certainly comes as no surprise that there is no party system in the EU governmental arena. The Commission works as a collegial body based on a consensus laboriously constructed in working groups and through the contacts of the Commissioners’ cabinets. If coalitions develop, they are based on functional convergences (that is between commissioners having neighbouring or overlapping portfolios/competences) and not on ideological (or even national for that matter) ones. And the European Council, considered as the executive incarnation of the Council of Ministers (whose characteristics it
shares), does not constitute a party system for the same reasons as the Council of Ministers itself.

**Parties, party system and the building of EU party government**

The serious shortcomings of the parties and, above all, of the party system at European level could probably be corrected through one of the two main institutional options for creating a competitive party system that have been considered: the presidential or, more often, semi-presidential system option and the parliamentary option. If adopted, both would be effective as they would force party competition at European level for the formation of a European government. However both of them are problematic as they require extensive constitutional reforms. The difficulties encountered in connection with the most recent attempts at EU constitutional reform indicate that the likelihood of such transformations taking place in the short or even medium term is rather limited. Even if constitutional reform remains, in my view, the only means to make the European Union a strong democracy, some improvements are possible with the resort to more limited, less ambitious, measures and solutions. Two possible institutional developments of lesser import could perhaps help the development of Europarties: the electoral and party statute/financing reforms. The electoral reform proposal based on Andrew Duff’s Report was put on standby in March 2012 and it is unlikely that it will materialize in time for the 2014 EP elections. But it does include elements that, if applied, could facilitate a convergence between the Europarties’ three organizational faces and foster genuine electoral Euro-level party competition. One of the proposal’s overall aims is to «reduce dissimilarities between the electoral procedures of States».¹⁴ This is in itself an extremely important proposition. Although such dissimilarities may seem trivial and justifiable on the basis
of a wish to respect member states’ electoral traditions, their cumulative effect can produce significant differences among the national party delegations that emerge from the twenty-seven member state-based EP elections. For example, without getting into the specific merits of closed and open lists as well as of regional or nation-wide constituencies, provisions in the Duff proposal for establishing uniform rules on these points for all member states (albeit limited to those with more than 20 million inhabitants in the latter case) go a long way towards harmonizing political cultures and representational styles within party groups. Moreover, the ensuing similarities that would be generated in member states level campaigning would certainly facilitate closer coordination between the national parties and the PPELs.

The best known and potentially most effective, albeit very controversial, provision included in the Duff report is the proposal for the creation of a twenty-five MEP strong transnational constituency. Again, it is not within the scope of this paper to discuss the proposal’s feasibility and acceptability for all member states. What matters is that if implemented it could foster closer party co-operation at EU level, by promoting genuine transnational campaigning and EU level party programmes. It would also enhance EU-level electoral competition and therefore help create a better working EU level party system. Last but not least, this is the only provision that could, in time, help reduce transnational differences in party support across Europe, thus making the party system more homogeneous.

The second relevant institutional development concerns the reform, to be based on the Giannakou Report, of the Europarty Statute and of Europarty financing regulations. In this case the likelihood of a timely approval of the reform is much greater, as the proposal is already in the EU’s decisional pipeline. Very importantly, the Giannakou Report proposes the attribution of a European legal status to PPELs which are now registered as as-
sociations in one of the member states. It also focuses on financial aspects and party formation requirements, with great emphasis being placed on the former. This is certainly important as a strong EU level system of party financing can certainly promote organisational convergence. Despite the incentives that were already in Regulation 2004/2003, PPELs, the Europarty in central office, remain subordinate to their national components and to the EP party groups. Subordination to the national party components is caused by the fact that the reception of Euro funds is conditional upon co-financing, funds for which can only be raised at national level. Subordination to the party groups results from the public funding of PPELs being administered through the European Parliament’s budget.

Although this state of affairs is not going to change, the report proposes more flexibility in co-financing and spending, moving away from the grant system which the parties find extremely difficult to manage. Also a simplified accounting system and, most importantly, a reduction in the amount of co-financing needed in order to obtain funding are being proposed. Co-financing is now 25% and what is being proposed is a reduction to 10%, something that could indeed reduce the ability of parties at national level to condition the central organisations at Euro level. Also introducing stricter requirements, such as having at least one elected Member of the European Parliament, for the formation of PPELs can help reduce their number, something almost universally considered “healthy” for the proper functioning of party systems. This requirement would in fact prevent the formation of PPELs composed only of small parties motivated by the desire to obtain public funding.

Besides these two potential incentives for the consolidations of Europarties and for the creation of a competitive Euro-level party system, both institutional in nature, there is at least a third, political, one: the designation by PPELs of candidates to the Presidency of the Commission. Currently the designation of the
President of the Commission still takes place through an intergovernmental agreement, which is only constrained by the need to generically take into account the indications that come from EP elections. This certainly means that the designated President must be chosen from amongst the ranks of the winning Europarty, but the actual choice reflects what member states’ governments consider an acceptable compromise. If the PPELs decide, as they seem to be inclined to do, to indicate their preferred presidential candidate and actively campaign behind her/him, they would certainly become better integrated and ultimately institutionalized as a result of the development of procedures and of internal political dynamics for the designation of the candidate. Moreover, the level of Europarty competition would certainly increase; even more importantly, the elections’ results would leave the member states very little room for manoeuvre and put strong pressure on them to ratify the appointment of the candidate indicated by the winning Europarty. This would strengthen the party system in the electoral and in the parliamentary arena and could eventually, for the first time, help create one in the governmental arena, in that the process would in all likelihood generate coordination between the winning Europarty and sympathetic member states’ governments, at the detriment of consociational agreements among all or most member states.

All of these potential improvements, albeit significant, remain limited and fall rather short of what would be necessary and could only be obtained through extensive constitutional reform.

“Normal” vs. EU party democracy

The defects in party organization and in the competitiveness of the party system are the main reasons why member state-level type party government is not possible at European level. Improvements stemming from new institutional developments in
electoral rules and party financing or from a new assertiveness of the PPELs in nominating the President of the Commission can help, but they are not enough to create at Euro-level “normal” party-based democracy. However, not all differences between the member states’ and the European political systems necessarily affect the latter in a negative way. There is actually one that can be exploited to improve the level and quality of European democracy directly by the parties and eventually to guide future extensive reforms. As we have seen, national parties have difficulties in combining their representative and governing functions. This is a problem that currently Europarties do not have to face because, under the present EU constitutional arrangements, they have no governing functions. Paradoxically, this apparent handicap can be made to work to their advantage and to that of EU level democracy. As it was suggested by Peter Mair, because of their inability to exercise their executive functions, Europarties could better concentrate on the articulation of interests and, therefore, better perform their representative function.

This could be done in the European Parliament by debating on issues reflecting citizens’ concerns and also by taking a more assertive legislative role exploiting the EP’s co-decision powers to force, through appropriate amendments, perhaps less responsible but certainly more responsive legislation. This would require better coordination between the national parties and the respective EP party groups. As this would be necessarily a task for the PPELs to perform, such a strategy would inevitably produce better integrated Europarties, a very important result even if the actual impact on legislation should be limited. It is true that evidence from empirical research justifies a sceptic view on the Europeanization of political parties. But it is also true that the sustained economic crisis being experienced by EU member states has greatly Europeanized the political agenda, as exemplified, for better or for worse, by David Cameron’s promise for
a referendum on the UK’s membership should he be re-elected in 2015.
A re-politicization of the issue of European integration should facilitate the development of competitive party interactions in the European Parliament as well, and help reduce what in the literature is known as the “tension” between responsiveness and responsibility. But what makes it possible is the clear distinction and definition of the functions, and of the consequent initial positions of the actors involved (the Europarties and the Commission in this case), something certainly impossible when only one actor, the parties, is expected to play two parts.
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Typical debates on the matter of Europarties begin and end with the same, persistently reoccurring question: “are those organisations true political parties?”.¹ Literature supporting both, the affirmative and the contradictory views, is vast and it is not the aim of this particular essay to side with either of those. Instead, this paper picks up one of the curious arguments, which is being used as evidence that the contemporary Europarties should not be classified as political parties. It is formulated in relation to the traditional definitions, according to which one of the tasks of a political party is to compete within the political sphere with its political opponents. The mainstream assessment is that the Europarties so far are not fulfilling it.

The hypothesis of this paper is that the Europarties are gradually shifting into a position, in which they will be able to contend among and with one another. In order to explore it, the first section briefly examines the main methodological criteria through which partisan competition is being described in political sciences. It proposes a way to transpose them into the context of the complex, multilayer polity of the EU. Subsequently, the second part focuses on the “catalysing” preconditions, through which the further evolution of the Europarties is not only possible, but actually indispensable. This introduces analyses of the long- and short-term processes within the environment of the Europarties. The question here is how far the Europarties can steer them – and
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hence what methodology from the research on political participation is being used.
Shall the hypothesis prove to be plausible, it may open a handful of new research questions in the field of Europarty studies. Once the Europarties find themselves in circumstances of political competition, the query is if they are then in a position to consolidate further and, hence, strengthen their own positions as real actors of the European political scene. The underpinning issue here is to what extent members of the Europarties would be willing to unite further, conceding certain ideological and strategic prerogatives to Europarties. The answer to this question is very important inasmuch it helps assess whether it is European processes that are to shape political agendas or, by contrast, political, ideologically distinctive visions are to shape further integration. From that point of view the paper finishes with the question on the sense of the European partisan politics.

Transposition of party competition theory onto the European level

Democracy requires the fulfilment of a number of preconditions. Among them are competitive elections, which are bound to meet certain objective criteria. These are:
a) existence of electoral offers, among which voters can choose after the period of informative campaigns;
b) competition among the parties, which contend on the basis of programmes, and the candidates who aim at winning support to assume certain governing positions;
c) equality of chances ensured for all the parties to present their electoral offers;
d) freedom of choice, which is guaranteed also by the right to cast a secret ballot;
e) balanced, transparent and fair electoral system;
f) legislative mandates of the bodies that are being elected.
Competitive elections constitute a fundamental pillar of contemporary democracy. They not only legitimate political leadership by extending a governing consent to the political group that wins the largest number of seats (and is in a position to assume government by itself or through an alliance), but are also indispensable for legitimizing the entire political system.\textsuperscript{3}

This conceptualisation of electoral competitive democracy within the context of the European Union leads to several observations. As far as the first condition is concerned, the electoral offers exist predominantly on the national level. The Europarties’ manifestos have not acquired yet a role of actual electoral bids with which the candidates would actually go campaigning.\textsuperscript{4} This is due to a number of factors, among which the most frequently criticized is that they are not so much real manifestos, but rather a sort of declarations, often perceived as the “lowest common denominator” within the political family in question. Despite this severe disparagement, they should not be seen as irrelevant: they still constitute the symbol of unity within an ideological family as for the directions of the European integration. The process of their elaboration is internally important, as it mobilizes different actors and encourages the identification of the national parties’ activists with the European dimension.

Competition among the Europarties does not seem to exist yet in the context of the European elections that are seen as second order elections and, consequently, still remain a sum of twenty-seven – soon twenty-eight – national elections,\textsuperscript{5} in which national parties compete with one another. With certain exceptions, the rivalry has been usually contextualized within national politics’ issues. Furthermore, the Europarties remain without a say as far as candidates and messages of the respective member parties are concerned. They have no role in the selection procedure, which then makes the identification of
the elected Members of the European Parliament secondary to their affiliation with the “mother parties” and the group in the EP respectively.

These two observations lead to the following conclusion: the European elections are very specific elections. If analyzed through a national prism, they fulfil the criteria of competitive elections and, therefore, ensure the democratic legitimacy of national representations on the European level. However, they fail, so far, to comply with the expectations in the European context. Next to arguable claims that they neither really serve purposes of awareness raising concerning the political differentiations in Europe, nor mobilize for specific pan-European social values, they obviously also fail to legitimize collective actors of the European polity – namely Europarties (whether in the majority or in the opposition).

The condition that different electoral offers must be available in order to ensure the elections’ democratic character brings the focus back to the question of the programmatic work within the Europarties. The question is what shall occur for the manifestos to liberate themselves from the depreciative position of symbols and “common lowest denominators” and become instead backbones of political cleavages across the continent.

Within the political sciences, the party political competition is frequently described through so-called “spatial models of party competition”. Following the most quoted theory, introduced by Downs in 1957, political scientists tend to argue that the differences among diverse parties can be systematized within a restricted number of dimensions. Examples of these are the scales on which parties are mapped. The strategic question is, however, how to define those spheres that should allow clean cross-cut, according to which also voters would subsequently be able to complete their “package” of ideas and make their choices. The most commonly used scales include the following differentiations:
Whichever of the classification one takes, it seems not to be including the aspect that the parties (here both Europarties and the national parties) focus their strategies on to expose dichotomies, namely the question of pro-Europeanism or anti-Europeanism. This means two things. Firstly, the question of attitude towards Europe as such is an extremely impoverished criterion of choice. It always places the pro-European parties in a defence position, in which they focus on legitimizing the system as a whole rather than on gaining support for their distinctive proposals, inasmuch it does not allow the shades of pro- and anti-European attitudes, that there may be – and indeed are – become apparent. Secondly, clustering parties only accordingly to their pro- or anti-EU approaches does not exhaust ideological and political issues connected with desired developments in European integration. This means that, in the context of the European elections, the national parties engage in two ways: on the one hand in a seasonal exchange on the European Union’s purpose, on the other in the sparring on domestic issues. As a consequence, the national parties are not acquiring pan-European political competences in those debates and the Europarties cannot use even those short moments of European electoral campaign to potentially find new openings.

In addition to the arguments criticizing the confinement of the political competition to the one-dimensional issue of pro- or anti-Europeanism, there is also a very practical aspect to support this reservations: the phenomenon of the decline of the so-called

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economic left/right</th>
<th>Social left/right</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Socio-economic dimension</td>
<td>Cultural-identity dimension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socialist vs. capitalist</td>
<td>Libertarian vs. authoritarian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic</td>
<td>Non-economic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
“stable electorates”. This means that actors (here both voters and parties) position themselves in a relatively volatile political space, that is not related anymore to the traditional sociological theories. As classified by De Vries and Marks, the methodological and theoretical approaches can be presented in the following way:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH</th>
<th>THEORETICAL APPROACHES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SOCILOGICAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A PRIORI</td>
<td>BOTTOM-UP: it explains dimensionalities in terms of the fundamental conflicts in a society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A POSTERIORI</td>
<td>DIMENSIONALITY TYPE 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEDUCTIVE: derives issue dimensions from theory in advance of measurement</td>
<td>DIMENSIONALITY TYPE 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUCTIVE: researchers frame a dataset from which dimensions can be inferred</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Without entering into the detailed methodological deliberations that this scheme enables, there is one particular observation that is worth making. With an underdeveloped European public sphere, with a European electorate divided into twenty-seven different constituencies, and with a large diversity of socio-economic arrangements across the continent, it is relatively impossible to assume at this point the plausibility of an attempt to describe Europarties as representatives of certain social con-
flicts. The eventual competition among the Europarties is more likely to be the result of their strategic approach. Potentially it can then be generated on the bases of different “cleavage” issues, and here the De Vries and Marks category of “issue entrepreneurship” could offer much to positioning of the Europarties.

It is true that the public opinion studies, which, oddly enough, are often detached from the research on party competition, tend to «inflate the number of cleavage dimensions». This phenomenon has been described as “spatial complexity” of party competition.9 The relevant, complex typology of party competition that is worth quoting for the purpose of this essay is however the one proposed by Kitchelt that distinguishes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institutional</th>
<th>Parties compete for an office. It presupposes the existence of competitive representative democracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Functional</td>
<td>There is a collective action question at hand. The competition is about pursuing a political goal that reflects a solution to a social problem</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The considerations above highlights the deficiencies as far as the functional competition is concerned. Nevertheless the point of rivalry on the institutional field is equally relevant. Until now, Europarties had no prerogatives to enter into institutional contest – as they remained without the possibility to influence selection, nomination or approval of the candidates. That would apply to the question of the European elections, as well as to the issue of composing a European Commission. What is more, the EU institutional architecture, in which both communitarian and intergovernmental methods are applied simultaneously, has meant that there are diverse (sometimes even opposing) coalitions on the different levels of governance.10 In such a situation
the possibility for exposing cleavages in any dimension is very limited, if not even impossible. Summarizing, applying the political sciences research on party competition in the dimension of Europarties leads to the following conclusions. First of all, traditionally the Europarties have not been entering in neither institutional nor functional competitions. Secondly, they are not prevented from doing so in the future, shall a number of changes be made. In terms of functional rivalry, the Europarties’ manifestos would need lose their symbolic role and would need to become proper electoral offers. This means that they need to be rooted in the national political dilemmas, increasing their utilitarian quality for the national parties, and that a certain new opening for the Europarties to enter the domestic fields must be created. As mentioned, this would require further political consolidation within the European political families – allowing campaigning on issues instead of broad, intangible visions. “Issue entrepreneurship” could here serve as a very useful perspective. Thirdly, institutional competition may also become possible. This would call for strengthening organisational ties among political actors involved in the EU institutions, as well as relating their mandates to the issues of political legitimacy. The question of so-called “top candidate” is an example, but other proposals, such as transnational lists, are also worth exploring.

Contemporary preconditions enabling the emergence of a new kind of competition

As the first section suggested, there are identifiable and plausible ways of enhancing the competitive characteristics of the Europarties. However, the question remains if the contemporary political climate would prompt it, for this reason analyses of both political reality and institutional circumstances seem indispensable.
There are three main characteristics of the political reality at hand. First of all, the deliberations on the future of Europarties are embedded in the discussion about the future of the European Union and its architecture. Though this debate constitutes a certain constant feature, its relative intensification in the past years is to be connected with the emergence of the global crisis, which the European Union appears to have been neither politically nor institutionally ready to face. In reaction, political and public opinions divided into two groups: those who believe that the EU could retrieve its sense as an opportunity for prosperity and progress; and those who tend to consider the crisis as a cause for further deteriorations due to the austerity measures that have been consequently imposed. In the intensive search for answers, there is also a reoccurrence of “protective” nationalism, which carries the danger of return to a modernized version of the concept of “Europe of Nation States”. This polarisation of views results in the materialization of a new cleavage that goes beyond typical “euro-enthusiastic” or “eurosceptic” divisions and requires answers on “what sort of Europe” shall there be – encouraging, in turn, further debates on both the pan-European and the national levels.

Secondly, also different surveys on public opinions in Europe seem to support it, indicating that citizens will have expected clearer political choices by 2014. As observed in 2012, the European Union has become a highly politicized theme in the context of subsequent national elections. It has been of course “packaged” and broken into particular issues, ranging from the question of contemporary understanding of sovereignty in the context of proceeding unification to the specific policies of bailouts and austerity. Hence it has occupied vast space within public sphere, inducing a political breaking out from the narrow distinction between the regular “pro” or “anti” approaches, with two main consequences: the pan-European and the particular national messages within one European political family need to
become more coordinated – this is a matter of credibility, on the one hand, and efficiency of the cross-border appeal, on the other; since the European elections are on the way to move on from the second order elections they used to be, there is no possibility to hide behind a notion of “uniformed voter” anymore. This anyway has always been in contradiction to the fabric of contemporary times called an “Era of an informed citizen”. Also «blaming the [institutional] system» as too technocratic and not transparent seems no longer to be an option. What shall be required are answers on how to go beyond the predicament, and the choice of a path is a highly politicized matter. Thirdly, the crisis has been of such a profound impact that it seems self-evident that returning to “business as usual” is simply not possible. This would demand the search for a new order, that would, on the one hand, absorb the negative consequences of the predicament and, on the other, put in place mechanisms aimed at preventing it from happening again. Even if a profound institutional reform, that would require a multi-tier compromise, is perhaps still unthinkable, it is also impossible to expect that the current drift and the temporary fixes will outlast the memory of the crash. Consequently, it is expectable that European Union will enter into a new phase, as it has done already in the past, fitting into the theory of the crisis-based developments. In that sense, all the ideological families would need to formulate proposals for a new consensus that, in case of the EU, would replace the post-war order and equip the Community with the tools it needs in the 21st century. As for the Europarties, they can become agents or subjects of that change, depending on their capacity to mobilize and shape the political will within themselves.

As far as the institutional circumstances are concerned, the Lisbon Treaty has substantially enhanced the institutional prerogatives of the Europarties. There are three particular developments worth highlighting in the context of the analysis...
of the potential new ground for the competition among the Eu-
roparties.
To begin with, the Lisbon Treaty reaffirms that the Europarties
can organize campaigns. This follows the European Parliament’s
Report of Jo Leinen, adopted on 23 March 2006, which laid the
foundations of the European Council’s subsequent work on the
new Regulations (1524/2007) on functioning of the Europarties.
This mirrors in certain ways the conclusions of the Euro-
pean Commission’s “Plan D” – which made Europarties, at
least formally, co-responsible for the development of the Euro-
pean democracy. This means that the nature of the European
campaign is likely to evolve, transforming not only the role of
the Europarties, but also the character of “eurocampaigning”.
Secondly, by sanctioning the capacity to campaign and by in-
roducing several other instruments, the Lisbon Treaty aims at
reinforcing the European public sphere. This could be achieved
especially through two channels: inducing further civil society
mobilizations that could aggregate opinions through a new tool,
the European Citizens’ Initiative; enabling the political parties
to foster their ideological work through liaising with the newly
established European political foundations. The research and
debates they are in a position to lead could also contribute to
the europeanisation of the political debates EU-wide and to
changing the “constraining dis-sensus” atmosphere. Both,
however distinctively different tools, can popularize the politi-
cal agenda of the EU through respectively actions and debates.
It is likely that new themes will be introduced into the pan-Eu-
ropean political discourse. In the light of it, Europarties and,
therefore, also the national parties will need to enlarge and pre-
cise their political proposals to be able to solidly anchor and dis-
tinctively position themselves in this new ambiance.
Thirdly, the Lisbon Treaty stipulates that the President of the
European Commission shall be selected from the largest politi-
cal group in the European Parliament. Politicization of this post
will have an impact on the institutional architecture of the EU overall, and has already induced a new development within the Europarties\textsuperscript{23} – which are keen on nominating so called “top candidates” on the eve of the next European elections.\textsuperscript{24} Though procedures of selections vary, and it is still ambiguous what sort of a public mandate such a candidate shall have,\textsuperscript{25} it is clear that they shall be proposed by the Europarties and that this procedure will have an impact on the electoral competition in its institutional dimension. Furthermore, it is also likely that functional competition will follow. The above described prerogative of the Europarties to run a campaign on the one hand, and their personification on the other will require a new approach to the formulation of the electoral offer. This is due to the fact that a top candidate will have to speak on behalf of the Europarty in a convincing, polarizing manner across the continent. Hence the traditional European manifesto will need to evolve from a symbol of unity into a true European electoral platform.

To summarize, this chapter provides an overview of the three main features of the EU’s contemporary political reality, as well as of the three preconditions within the European institutional architecture that might allow the Europarties enter into the next stage of their developments. The next stage of their evolution could entail further consolidation and hence building capacity towards becoming actors within a competitive euro-partisan system. The answer to this question seems to be affirmative, and leads to the conclusion that the profound challenge lies in generating and mobilizing political will within the Europarties themselves.

**Conclusions**

This paper departed from a hypothesis that the Europarties are gradually moving towards a position in which they will be able to generate a competition among themselves. This should further induce developments of a euro-partisan system, contribute
to the enhancement of the European public sphere and also strengthen the European democracy. The presumption has been proven to be correct, though it has become clear, in the light of this research, that the key to further developments lies in generating political will. It is in fact a question of creating a spirit, in accordance with which, further consolidation and accelerated cooperation among political actors within the European ideological families could take place.

An obstacle to this evolution can be related with the reservations about Europarties’ weaknesses and eventual intra-party competition. This would manifest themselves in a dispute over the right of initiative regarding the European policy agenda (national parties or Europarties) and over the representatives’ legitimacy (within both communitarian and intergovernmental level). A chance to overcome these obstacles lies in sharing the same interest, namely to perform better in the European elections and gain more influence over the European Union’s agenda.

The European elections are likely to go beyond the limits of a second order elections. On the one hand, penetration of the European themes in the national political debate will require the national political parties to elaborate more complex, substance-based and polarizing positions. Making a difference on this field can depend on “issue entrepreneurship”. In order to be able to support the pledges with credible strategies on how to fulfill them, the national parties could resort to the credibility of their European political families and call upon the executive power of such a cooperation. On the other, Europarties will need to concede more to national members as far as electoral agenda setting and formulation of the campaign strategy are concerned. With the institution of the “top candidate” it will be no longer possible to “coordinate” the twenty-seven campaigns while trying to re-package them in the European wrapping. It will be necessary to consolidate and synchronize better, making the
European vision perhaps more tangible and the national politics more europeanized. The research mirrored in this paper shows that new significant step of Europarties’ evolution is plausible. Political and institutional circumstances seem to be more than welcoming at this point. The critical question is aggregation of political will. It will determine if European political families will steer the process of political integration in Europe or will just be there for a ride.
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